
COFFEE CAFE PROMOTION

Read on to discover our favorite promotional strategies shown to turn an average coffee shop into a successful
neighborhood establishment!.

What to Avoid: The mistake many coffee shop and cafe owners make when it comes to offering food and
drink combos is thinking that the cost savings to customers must be significant. In order to accomplish the
foregoing goals, the sign-on page could feature your seasonal special or an occasional discount. Produce some
Flyers. Seek what is trendy at the time! This consistent element adds to the sense of quality and luxury 3.
Also, it is best not to extend this promotion to higher quality coffees, such as espresso beverages, French press
and Chemex. In this instance, the buy-one, get-one offer can be limited to a single menu item that is purchased
on the same or different days. Consider eye extremities on menu layout. Third, introduce creative, yet
affordable marketing strategies. Marketing does not just mean advertising: it is the process that encompasses
your whole sales structure. It is a quick and easy way to see where they are located and to see what reviews
they have â€” ideal if you are a stranger to the area. Correctly cost menu items. Do not create a Facebook page
where nothing is posted. Stick posters of upcoming events or offers on the back of restroom doors. Source
You can also target businesses near your coffee shop with an ad encouraging people to get discounts when
they book an order for the office, for example. You can dive deeper into the world of marketing your business
by checking out our blog which covers everything from app promotion to emarketing masterclasses. With
product selection, become an innovator in the market by having unusual and interesting selections. The
information provided by your customers is valuable, and it should not be wasted because ownership or
management does not want to take the time to research and implement improvements. For cafes, consistency
is a big deal. You also need to take into account the most common barrier to customers signing up for a loyalty
card, as they often tend to require extensive paperwork and lengthy form filling. Additionally, the combo meal
will encourage regular visitors to try something different, which in turn will see the sales of that menu item
increase. But yours can thrive. A well-run rewards program can entice customers to visit the shop on a regular
basis, perhaps every morning! Finally, a buy-one, get-one promotion could be used to increase overall sales.
These messages can be triggered by factors such as customer location, time of day and customer segment.
Bounce Back Receipt Treats This promotion continues to work again and again for cafes and coffee shops
across the United States because it encourages repeat customersâ€”ones that most coffee shops are unable to
capture. Please share it. What to Avoid: This biggest issue with a buy-one, get-one promotion is that it can be
used by customers who were prepared to purchase two full-priced beverages. Define your market and start
with your present customer base. A great example of doing this well is Fleur Du Luxe â€” a florist! A digital
loyalty stamp card powered by Loopy Loyalty offers a cheaper, more comfortable option for businesses to
increase their traffic and revenue by converting visitors into loyal, happy customers. Create a theme on your
page. The Free Bird Espresso in Okanogan WA installed signs at a handful of major intersections, to
encourage customers to keep a look out for their drive-thru espresso stand. With apps being commonplace
among the major chains like Starbucks and Costa, the cutting edge for indie coffee shop marketing is having
an app. Rewards Programs And Loyalty Cards The first strategy we love is offering a rewards program or
loyalty cards. For one week, offer a discount to your Facebook friends, and during the next week, send a
freebie to your followers on Instagram. The common theme was utilizing social media to sell something
beyond good coffee. Half-Priced Refills When it comes to higher quality and higher margin beverages,
CoffeeShoprs may not be keen to offer a broad promotion, such as unlimited refills or buy-one get-one-free
discounts, which is completely understandable. Read on to discover our favorite promotional strategies shown
to turn an average coffee shop into a successful neighborhood establishment! These chain restaurants also
learned that customers wanted to order more food if the opportunity came with a slight discount. Newsletters
should live up to their name â€¦. Whatever happens, ensure your name is up in lights, hand out plenty of
menus and samples, take bookings and get those contact details. With only a little extra effort, CoffeeShoprs
can make the discount extra special for their valuable customers. Providing the bounce back coupons as
scratch-off cards, similar to lottery cards, is another great way to make this a festive promotion around
holidays. It has to do what it says on the tin.


